Framework to assist Risk Assessment Preparation

This guidance sheet represents best practice and has been formulated by the QNJAC working group to promote Zero Harm in the Workplace.

To undertake any activity within a Quarry Operation, you must undertake a Risk Assessment and obtain approval from the Quarry Operator.

- Identify the Task
- Identify the Location
- Who is at risk?
- What are the consequences? (i.e. Minor Injury, Major Injury, Fatality)
- What type of injury could result?
- What are they at risk from?
- What are the likely hazards?
- What safety measures are already in place?
- What additional measures can be implemented?
- Additional information available on the HSE website link below
  (5 steps to risk assessment document)

There follows some examples of existing industry-orientated Risk Assessments that will assist preparation..

These guidance sheets have been produced for, and are aimed at, small independent businesses, new ventures and sole traders, not at mature organisations with fully operational procedures and policies in place.